English

Create

Recapping - Phase 2 phonics and tricky words Phase 3 Phonics - ch, sh, th, ng, ai, ee, igh, oa,
oo and tricky words
Writing words and starting to write sentences
using cvc words
Working towards writing our own version of The
Enormous Turnip.
Acting out stories - Changing the three billy goats
gruff into African animals
Acting out the enormous turnip - changing the
animals

Music:
To listen to African music
To make own musical instruments
To perform a Song with own musical instrument
To shake instrument in time with claps crochet/one beats and quavers/half beats
Art:
To learn to draw the african animals
To add pattern to animals
To be able to draw footprints of animals (use
potato prints)

Maths
● To have a secure knowledge of the
●
●
●
●

numbers 0-10
To understand what a number bond to 5
it
To start learning number bonds to 10
To learn what addition and subtraction is
(within 10)
To start looking at odd and even
numbers

STEM
Books to read
The enormous turnip
The Three Billy Goats Gruff
There’s a Rang-Tan in my bedroom
Smile, Crocodile, Smile
The loudest Roar
Snip snap Croc
Fast Furry Racers
Handas Surprise
The Runaway Pea

Reception Class
Spring 1

RE - Chinese New year - feb 12th Year of the OX

Science
Learn what a prediction is - with aeroplane
experiment
To observe nature through photographs
To grow a bulb plant (amaryllis in classroom)
To observe tadpoles changing into frogs
Great British Bird count and Census day
counting
Dt
To use junk to make models - such as the african
animals
To make aeroplanes
To use scissors and tape indepently
Make a jam jar rainforest
Computing
To use the computer to access home learning.
Explore the teach your monster to read site to
develop mouse skills

PE - Joe Wicks and cosmic yoga
Discover
History - How cameras have changed over
the years - recording wildlife videos
Famous people - David Attenborough, Jane
Goodall.

PSHE
Valuing differences - Same and
Different (I’m Special - Your
Special)

Explore
Geography
To use globes and maps to spot where the
cold and hot places are.
Look at different animals to learn about their
habitat and compare to British animals

